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I. IHTRODUCTION
ABSTRACT

We presen t a preon model based on an ASF confining gauge theory ,

which has7a low energy e f f ec t ive Lagrangian^an electroweak gauge theory

very c lose t o the standard model. Hovever.i t i s predic ted t h a t t h e r e

are some spec i f i c and necessary devia t ions from the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg

model. In t h i s preon model, we assume a spontaneous breakdown (or aft

induced breakdown) of the l e f t - r i g h t symmetry, which prevents spin-one

composites made up of r ight-handed fermions propagating well below the

composite sca le of order 1 TeV. A consequence of t h i s assumption i s shown

to be the existence of a pion-like scalar, in addition to the Hlggs particle

of the standard model. Such a particle - i t is further claimed - can give rise

to single photon events, through a large branching ratio into the channel

li + I y or if lighter than the Z through Z * H(->v\J) + v. The model

also predicts a signal very similar to the associated gluino production one

of supersyiranetric grand unified theories.

Recent experiments at the pp collider in CERN may be opening new

windows into the nature of fundamental interactions, beyond those foreseen from

the so called standard model of weaJt-electro-raagnetic and strong interactions.

It has lone since been believed that the standard electroweak theory of Glashow-

Salam-Weinberg is embedded in some larger system, for example, grand unified

gauge theories or their supersymmetric generalizations, Kaluza-Klein theories

or preon composite theories etc. Recently in Fefs.(l) and (2), we tried

to identify a rational in which an asymptotically free preon confining gauge

theory leads to a weakly coupled effective gauge theory as a description of

its low lying composite states. In this article we pick out a minimal concrete

example, which leads to an effective electroweak theory very close to the

standard model, and examine in some detail the predictions of this model with

respect to departures from those of the Glashow-Salan-Weinberg theory.

The model that we consider has some aesthetic features of its own,

which may give some insight as to the origin of the doublet family structure

in nature. It is based on the observation made many years ago by Pauli and

independently by Gursey that a single free Dirac field has an implicit global

SU(2) symmetry under the charge conjugation operation. Since this symmetry

is preserved by certain four fermion interacting theories, at the time it

was thought that this symmetry might be the origin of the then observed isospin

symmetry of nature . In this article we will revive this old idea and associate

it with the so called weak isospin of nature (i.e. the observed fermion doublet

structure with respect to weak interactions). In a way this is quite a natural

thing to do, because the veil known SU{2) global symmetry of the standard

model, in the limit of vanishing electro-magnetism, is in fact nothing but

the Pauli-Giirsey symmetry.

We will show that a single Dirac fermion f could be the source of

the observed repeating doublet structure in nature with respect to weak

interactions, which are mediated by composite bosons made up of this isolated

fermion. We will make extensive use of the results of the analysis in Eef.(2),

in which three- central issues were discussed in detail. The first is the

interplay between scales {i.e. ground state masses i. M •, the asymptotic
G

freedom scale A and the composite or Reggeization scale M ) needed to

force the effective Lagrangian describing the ground state sector to be a

weakly coupled renormalizable theory, which only becomes a poor approximation

as we approach the composite scale. The rational we used was based on the

sum rules derived by the short distance properties of products of symmetry

currents of the underlying ASF preon gauge theory. Thi3 technology plays
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the part of taking the zero Hegge slope fixed intercept limit of a dual string

model, in which one is able to derive effective gauge theories Indeed the

latter has been proposed as a serious candidate for a preon theory, which

includes even gravity . The ground states of our preon theory are supposed

to be either massless fermions, protected from acquiring a mass by an anomaly

condition or relatively light "bosons (and possibly also other fermions), which.are

protected by sum rules from acquiring very heavy masses. By light ve mean compare

to the composite scale MQ, For this rational we suppose

Q ,
<x
, - I

(1)

by which we are not advocating a two scale theory. It is sufficient to
2 2

require the numerical constant separating A,gf, and MQ to be large as it

appears to be in QCD,where current estimates of A suggest l/a'=(5Q-100)A _ .

We require H i- A i< 100 GeV and thus also require Ko to be between

1 and 10 TeV. One should note that all existing limits on the composite

scale are on H and not on A.OT.0 . ASr
issue

The second/is the interplay between gauge symmetries and global symmetries
fi ̂

in composite models. Although, as pointed out by Weinberg and Witten , a gauge

boson in the gauge invariant formulation of its Lagrangian, cannot carry global

charge with respect to some global symmetry, and consequently cannot be considered

a composite state, it can, however, in the physical unitarity gauge, when one is

in the Higgs phase. The essential point is that the global charges carried

by the scalar fields in the gauge invariant form of such Lagrangian, are transferred

to the gauge boson as we pass to the unitarity gauge. The way in which this

transmutation works^puts some strong restrictions on the form of our effective

Lagrangian, which reflects the global classification symmetries of the preon

theory. A nice illustration of this interplay of global and gauge symmetries

and the role of sum rule, constraints on composite states can be found in Kefs.(9)

The third issue is the question of the breakdown of the left-right symmetry

in electroweak interactions. We shall suppose that this is either spontaneously

broken by the dynamics of our preon theory, or if this is proved impossible for
10)

vectorial gauge theories then we will suppose that it is induced from the

outside, treating our preon theory itself as an effective theory, eventually to be

traced to a gauge theory at the Planck mass which includes gravitational interactions.

The essential point is if the operators or order parameters that characterized

this symmetry break dow:i in a left-right symmetric model are to preserve other

symmetries like global chiral symmetry CP etc, then in non-supersymmetric

theories they have to have at least dimension six. In Refs.Cl] and (2) we

point out that this puts very strong constraints on our effective Lagrangian

and many of the predictions of our composite electroweak theory will stem from

these constraints. Although one could give up a left-right symmetric gauge

theory starting point and thus avoid for example the issue of the origin of

parity violation, it is not clear that one could obtain the aesthetically

pleasing interpretation of the observed- doublet structure of nature. Further

i t is not clear that one could obtain such a predictive, framework. To

illustrate the latter point, let us remark that although our model contains

the standard model, i t necessarily predicts the existence of other particles

at the same mass scale of the W and Z, including the Higgs particle itself

The mass of the latter is quite arbitrary in the theory of Salam and Weinberg

Our article is divided into two basic parts. In the first (Eec.Il), we

give a detailed description of our preon model and its low energy effective

Lagrangian in the 0 to 500 GeV region, explaining why in addition to the

Higgs meson, there must be an additional pion-like object as well as an

additional neutral boson, although unlike the pion-like states the latter

could be quite heavy, without disturbing the consistency and sum rule

requirements. In the second part (Sec.Ill), we discuss the main predictions

beyond the standard model. In particular the possible decay modes of the

pion-like object, denoted by It and the additional neutral boson denoted as B.

These include

0
y z

e e~, q

H + e + u

(rare)

( 2 )

where U is a heavy mirror quark and If is a heavy neutrino-like particle,

which is stable. Although our ideas are not orthogonal to supersymmetry, we

will not discuss the latter relatively straightforward generalization, for the

simple reason that, some of the prediction we make may be very hard to

distinguish from those, for example, In supersyrametric grand unified theories.

We end the article with a brief summary and a discussion of how one

might Incorporate the observed generation structure.
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II. THE MODEL

In order to make the above ideas more explicit let us consider the

following toy model based on the metacolour gauge theory idea of 't Hooft

and preon notions proposed by Pati and Salam , namely

12)

Z^ i masrct

(3)

where the metaeolour gauge group is assumed for the moment to be one,

which admits the global Pauli-Gursey symmetry for a fermion field f(x)

in the fundamental or a symplectic representation. This i s the symmetry

under the transformation f •+ &t + by5f
C, where |a | + |b] = 1 ana f°

is the charge conjugate of f. The simplest example of such a gauge group

is SU(2)j others are SU(6), E , 5p(n) and a complete classification i s given

by Stern in Ref.(lll). The metacolour gauge group and the family structure of

Baseless chiral fermion bound s ta tes , can be related by the ' t Hooft anomaly
12)matching conditions . In addition to the complex symplectic fermion

field f(x) , we have a fermion field g(x) in a real orthogonal representation
of the metacolour gauge group. In order to introduce colour, we have

introduced a set of t r ip le t . fermion fields h , which are in the same meta-

colour representation as f, but also form an SU(3) colour t r ip le t with

respect to the elementary QCD interactions. The l a t t e r can be considered weak

on the scale of metacolour. The full gauge group is the direct product
fimeta ® S U ' 3 ' Q C D ® u ' 1 ' » w h e r e t h e elementary U(l) will be the source of

colour
electromagnetism and is weakly coupled. f is assumed to carry a U(l)

charge -1 , while the h carry a charge 1/3 and for the moment we
assume the unit of charge to be e/2. (The physical charge assignment of
the bound Btates will be analyzed after electroweak mixing has been taken into
account.)

If we neglect the U(l) primordial electromagnetic interactions, the

preon theory has an exact, unbroken 311(2)^,^)11(1) global symmetry, vhich
is generated by the currents.

x - *: *r *:

-5-

where we have replaced the four-component Dirac field by the two-component

Weyl spinors, by writing

representation y y , with

, while using the chiral

(1,5) and

(Note under charge conjugation (f°L o ) c = A ± e Af^R B ) + , where A is a

unitary colour matrix satisfying A T = -A, e.g. for SU(*J A = <j2.)

There is an additional anomaly free axial current of the form

r (5)

where a and p depend on the metacolour gauge group and are arranged so that

the metacolour axial anomaly 9'JS = cF.? in each piece cancels.

In addition to current algebra and short distance properties of products

of the above currents, they also have an anomalous Ward identity of the font

I*J e

(6)

where N,, is a number depending on the metacolour group. Using the

criterion of anomaly protected massless fermion bound states or sum rule

protected light boson states, we can classify the bound state spectrum

according to the above global symmetry. By light we mean a mass of order

100 OeV, which is well below the Eeggeization or composite scale assumed

to be 1 to 3 TeV (see Introduction and Bef.(2) for a discussion of this

point ), The classification of the ground state sector of o£ is
preon

given in the following table.
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TABLE I

State

e~L

^ L

e~R

UL

dL

U j ,

W+

W°

W

B°

I

S i

TU
s°

Spin

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

Preon

composition

* f R f L

g fR fT
C

« f R f
R

g fn° fR

g h f L
c

g h f L

g h f /

g h f R

f c f c

fL° fL

fL fL

g g

f f f c f .
L R' I R

El fi

S i h j

g g

U(l)

charge

- 1

0

- 1

0

2 / 3

-1/3

2 / 3

-1/3

1

0

- 1

0

1,0,-1

2/3,1/3

0,2/3

0

SU(£)PG
repres.

I ^

]
I

]
J

3

l

1,1

2

1

1

SU(3) ,col
repres.

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

8

1

Mass

range (GeV)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

100

100

100

100

?

1

?

(in addition one could envisage other fermions such as gggff, ggpf, ••-

which could be candidates for the mirror fermions discussed l a t e r . )

If our toy model vas to be taken seriously i t would predict colour

carrying bosons, which could be in the 100 GeV range. However, t h i s is not

necessary since there i s no anomalous Ward ident i ty for the associate global

colour currents. The essent ial point i s that unlike a normal Ward iden t i ty ,

which has the structure q-T = AT and/have the low energy solution r = Ar = 0,

an anomalous Ward ident i ty l ike Eq.(6) has the form q.T - 1 for a l l energies.

Thus the l a t t e r t e l l s us, which part of the symmetry must be manifest in the

low-lying spectrum. Let us use th i s and suppose tha t we can disregard the

unwanted bosons.

-7 -

In writing down the helicity assignment, we have been a l i t t l e arbitrary,

however,we do this with a view to the spontaneous breakdown of left-right

symmetry. The point is that our preon Lagrangian is manifestly left-right

symmetric. However, in order to obtain the desired electroweak structure,

we assume this left-right symmetry is spontaneously broken by the four fermion

condensates u 6 ^ = < f ^ f ^ r ^ - fRrfRfHrfp )• 4 0 (see Refs.(l) and (2)).

In order not to depend too heavily on this being a dynamical effect of the meta-

colour theory, we could assume that the source of this symmetry breakdown lies

at a deeper level, in the sense that we can consider the preon theory itself

as an effective theory, which ultimately stems from the description of elementary

quantum fields as we approach the Planck mass and have to take into account

gravity. The Kaluza-Klein schemes offer an attractive possibility in the above

direction, in which one may "be able to understand the origin of the family

structure

The main consequence of the breakdown of L-R symmetry that we require

is that the W boson carries only left-handed preon quanta. This, of course,
_ 0

reproduces the desired weak transitions e L + W + u^
+

0
-* W +

e~ ->• W° + e~ and uT •+ W+

L L 1J

dT e t c . (see Figs . l (a) to
1

Figs^l

Electroweak transitions of tt.
preon



where

If we were to ignore the B boson in the above situation yj, would be non-interacting

at this level and would essentially decouple from the low energy effective Lagrangian

describing the ground states of iA . (We will consider the potential r o l e

of the B-boson below.) The assignment of helicities used was,of course,arbitrary,

however once we made the above assumption of left-right symmetry breaking, i t

Just reproduces the standard model transitions, with no corresponding

e"R or u_, aR weak transitions. In effect the vectorial SU(2) Pauli-Gursey

symmetry is spontaneously broken to an SU(2)T symmetry. However, the SUfg),,
L R

part can s t i l l be used as a classification symmetry of the non-interacting

right-handed components (ignoring, of course, the vectorial QCD interactions).

The order parameter p described above, -could be associated with a large
effective mass-difference M_ - MT between WT and W_, where W_, is the

ri L L K n

corresponding spin 1 boson made up of right-handed preon f-quanta, due to

an excess of this type of quanta in the metacolour vacuum state. If i t were

not for this spontaneous breakdown of left-right symmetry the W-boson would
be a vectorial linear combination of W and Wc.

L n

The vectorial SU(2) R symmetry is a subgroup of SU{2)L (g> SU(2)R.

We will use the fact that on breaking the discrete L-K symmetry spontaneously

or by induction {i.e. by the presence of some source term), the symmetry

that is left is another subgroup of SU(2)T <©SU(2)C. (We have already

commented above on Witten's theorem ^ ' on whether or not such a scenario is

possible .}

The simplest effective Lagrangian that incorporates all the above

features is

B B

and where X ~ C -•- « TV* T* .

The fields in this Lagrangian have the following global symmetry transformations

Vl -*r 0 u \fj (J|_ i .e . an SU(2}T t r iplet

\ ~ * U^VL i .e. " " doublet

***.-* : '̂v ̂ R i . e . " SU(2)E

A * 4-

X. "* U T U i ' e ' T h e t 1 / 2 ' 1 ' 2 ' representation
of SU(2)L®SU(2)R

(H, <|i are singlets under these global symmetries.) Since the original Pauli-

Gursey symmetry of £ was vectorial and not chiral, the appearance of

the (Cfj 7T) system, may appear strange. However, i t can be identified with

the following metacolour singlet composites.

n< 1 (8)

with

tv-i - . cr

I T - -. ?L ̂  .
The above Lagrangian has all the required effective interactions between our

bound states. The sum rule constraints on ile q*x < 0|T tr (x)J (0)}|0 > d x

where J(x) are the symmetry currents, tell us the non-renormalizable couplings

-10-
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,are unimportant up to the composite scale of H . This means within this

approximation, our effective Lagrangian Eq.(T), is simply the unitari ty gauge of

the following gauge invariant one, which exhibits a manifest L-R symmetry.

- -1 TrwVF(Vx) - ^ Ffe>.FCft> + ^

+ -IE

The various fields have the following transformation under

[SU{2)
gauge

' 6<

(i.e. an SU(2)T doublet)

(9)

where by left-right symmetry, we mean with respect to some global SU(2) L©EU{2) R

symmetry and not with respect to fermion helicities. In particular, the

potential V(" ) is L-H symmetric, however, its minimum is not. The most
16)

general potential that one can write down, respecting the symmetries is

where h = 1 . 1 , b_.

has a stable minimum" with

> a; p > Xprovided

values ma

are given by

and <to = • * • • This p o t e n t i a l

4 0, <T<t>;> 5s Q and

> X u 2 . These vacuum expectat ion
U " ' - • ••'• 0 0

values make all the gauge bosons massive and the various mass parameters

i ? <K>X

and

Thus we have five mass parameters and two couplings.

-11-

(11)

-il(K)

(i.e. singlets under the
global, symmetries)

where fi{x) is an SU(2) gauge transformation. As we pass to the unitarity gauge,

we see a transmutation of the global symmetries which respects the Weinberg-

Witten decoupling argument for gauge bosons . Further it gives rise to the

following current field identity in the unitarity gauge, in which the current

associated wit

Higgs partner

associated with SU(2) is given totally in terms of the W-boson field and i ts
Li

(12)

Although in the U-gauge, from the symmetry transformation we would expect a
j. •, fermion -r—r — (r) ,„ , (r)

fermion piece to the current, namely JT = > i|jT Y T/2 tT ,
L,y ^—* L v 1J

this can be eliminated in favour of Eq.(l2) using the equation of motion

' V
(13)

This has some non-trivial consequences, by virtue of the fact that our effective

Lagrangian is supposed to arise from an asymptotically free preon gauge theory,

in which the left-right symmetry is spontaneously broken by dimension 6

vacuum condensates or induced by dimension 6 operators. Specifically, we

have the following sum rule constraint

u
'V1-*'-0*

I \C

-12-



J d"x Jfl. -(x) generates SU(2)T and the corresponding charge
h,0 lj a

Q%, generates SU(2).,. The right-handed component of the current J after

where Q

left-right spontaneous "breakdown is given "by

Cr>

TT" o-
(15)

where we have written £ = 0^1. + ii II . This sum rule is a consequence

of the -rectorial symmetry of o£ being broken by only dimension 6
preon ^ ^

operators. If we write A ̂ (q.) = [ q ^ - q q^u]A(q ) and calculate the

various absorptive parts to the lowest order in the effective coupling g,

we find (see Figs.2 and Refs.(l) and (2)) the asymptotic contributions in

the following Tatle II, from the various intermediate states (writing

lmA(s) = p|^- [A .+ B/s + c/s£ ...]

where . 0 <^

TABLE II

Intermediate
state

W - W

W - H

I

4 + • A

A

1

1

-2

0

B

1 1 My2 - 3 MJJ2

+ 12 Mj.2

0

0

c

u
- 7 1 "w

12 1^ - 18 ^ V^2 + 3 M,j

* If V • '

0

In the above table H is the number of fermion doublets. In our toy model

Fig .a

Various contributions to the parity-violating sum rule

•Thus one sees that the counting of left-and right-handed degrees of freedom

does not match as required ~by the sum rules and ve pmat conclude that our

effective Lagrangian is not complete. This problem was analyzed at length

in Eef.(2), where two minimal extensions of the standard model were suggested,

namely the existence of a relatively light W boson or the existence of
R

mirror fermions. We shall opt for the la t t e r , since data on fcaon decays
appears to put a relatively high limit on the mass of a tf_ boson . It

a

should, however, be remembered that these limits are model dependent, so

this possibility may not be excluded. The sum rules put quite a tight upper

)^ / ( l
bound on the mass of the right-handed boson,, namely M^

( i . e . 1 ^ ^ 3 1 0 , assuming there are no mirror fermiona.

(15/ -

-13-
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To see how mirror fennlons contribute to the sum rule, it is simpler

to go to the gauge invariant effective Lagrangian, vhere the l*ft-right symmetry

can be made manifest and asymptotically, one knows that these are the degrees

of freedom counted by the leading part of the above parity violating sum rule.

Consider the following extension of the ferroion part of Eg.(9)

ru

- fermion

eff

and the scalar fields according to

Z -e i ( a- b ) eL • deb)

Thus the physical fields in the unitarity gauge are the light doublets

*L
(r> - <hM . V r ) = V r )

and the corresponding heavy mirror doublets

(19)

which is invariant under
(r)

( r )
ULxL

( r ) and

XH" ' . For the momentum we have neglected the interaction vith the
B-bosons and the U(l) symmetry of our preon model. In the left-r ight

• asymmetric Higgs phase described above, as we pass to the unitarity gauge,
we see that the system has a set of Uf light fermion doublets, left-handedly
coupled to HV and a mirror set of N heavy doublets, coupled right-
handedly to wa . These are given respectively by the linear combinations

The corresponding U(l) transformations are

;e

i.e. <?» = " 1

(£0)

This reversal of U(l) charge turns out to be an interesting property of the

model, because as we shall see (below) it guarantees the cancellation of a

triangle anomaly which would occur once we switch on the primordial electro-

magnetism in ct
preon.

(17a)

for the light SU(2)T and EU(2)_ doublets and

Cr

9. r XV
(17b)

for the heavy mirror partners. The mixing angles 3 are given by

cos6 r = f r for manifest L-R symmetry).
A a 2

The effective coupling of each light fermion to W is g cos 0

and Eqt(l6), appears to have a serious problem with universality, which is

known to be respected to high precision. Universality requires 3 = 0 , i.e.
mQr ^ in Eq.(l6), however precisely this isno mass terms

guaranteed by the axial ( i . e . chiral) u( l)« symmetry of our preon model.

Our fermion fields v i l l transform under this -symmetry according to

,Cr Jr
(18a)

The fermion part of the effective Lagrangian becomes

u _

where we have included theinteractions with B-boson field. The current J

entering in the parity violating sum rules, is modified by the presence of the

mirror fermions according to

't Qr ir ?
*•«*

(£2)

The leading contributions to the parity violating sum rule in the weak coupling

limit is now given by (see Hef.(2))

-16-



(23)

Thus the parity-violating sum rule

' (21.)

gives a quadratic and,quartic mass formulae, as well as the superconvergenee

relations j ds In, 4(s) = j ds s iB i{s) = 0. In all we h a v e four mass
relations on the mass spectrum R H , M and M

W H E r'

Let us now complete our discussion of the effective gauge theory of

weak bosons by coupling the elementary U(l) gauge field of our preon model.

Following the discussion in Ref.(2), one begins with the gauge invariant form

of our effective Lagrangian.

inv

eff
)F''V

v (s+Sl^sr + s:,,, 4>*

£ fermion
(25)

where

and (a - 1>) Is the central U(l) A charge defined in Eq.(l8)4 In the
A

L-R asyiametric Higgs phase, the physical field in the unitarity gauge has the
following mass terms

-1T-

where K < T *< \> < *0> '
G2 = g2 + e Thus we have exactly the same mixing as the standard

model with the Z boson and photon state being defined by

Z Q = cosOw W
3 - w

A = sin8,, W 3 + cos6 K°

(27)

and e = e0 COSB - g OJ.HO.

The fermion part of the interaction Lagrangian is given by

^ fermion , _ „ „ „ „ - ^

Te'c + G ̂ .-X M t* eJyl*, + ̂  n.T^ t (28)i n t ft* ±

where

The current field identity (12) becomes for the neutral current

The charge matrix Q follows the original primitive charge assignment of the

preon model.

Before proceeding, we should mention tha t , as presented, the above
effective Lagrangian couples the heayy mirror fermions to the usual Higgs
field (for us also a preon composite), with strength f and the usual light
fermions (e ,u ,u ,d , . . . ) to the field X = (O",1T) with the same strength, with^o
coupling to the Higgs field. This was because of symmetry requirements. The
light fennions acquire a mass through an explicit mass term in our preon theory,
which means that there can be Borne explicit chiral symmetry breaking mass terms

-18-



i-n *£ ** such as f " 5 I|J H. Thus the light, fermion mass generation
ei i r L n

goes as in the standard model. As we set the preon mass to zero the couplings

f "+ 0. On the other hand, the heavy fermion-Higgs-Yukawa couplings f must

be of order of the gauge coupling g in order for the heavy fermions to have

mass of order It,, as required by the sum rules (see Ref.(2)). The absence

of scalar weak interactions of anything like comparable strength to the well

established V-A weak interactions means that the coupling f in Eq.(l5) must

In fact be much smaller than f. Tor th i s , we must give up the requirement

of manifest L-R symmetry in all the terms contributing to i " * , which after all

was basically an aesthetic requirement. We only require that the left-right degrees

of freedom balance and this is notf altered if f << f . Nevertheless, the

smallness of f ' looks like i t would have to follow from a symmetry requirement

of some sort. If we reexamine^ the all important U(l) -symmetry, whose presence

is crucial for example for protecting our light fermions from acquiring a mass,

in the first place, we notice that ve assumed that both X and E had the
L R

same transformation in Eq. (l8). If instead we assume that t and consequently
A R -
I transformed differently (not an unnatural assumption), then we can exclude

this coupling altogether i.e. f ' » 0. Presumably when we add small mass terms to

our preon model, so that the U(l)A-axial charges are no longer absolutely

conserved, we can again allow for small couplings f '. Thus we will assume

f ' T, f " « f , which leads to no appreciable deviations from the standard

model at low energies.

So far we have provided no information on the possible mass of the

additional neutral boson B. However, the vector bosons also mediate

interactions among the leptons, and from the short distance properties of the

two point functions i I d \ e"
1(1'X (0|T{ J w(x) J V(0)}|0\ , we know that

these should be renonnalizable in the range we are considering. This means

that this boson is also sum rule protected and the mass 1L should, in principle,

be well belov the Reggeization scale. Thus, we would expect M_ ̂  100 GeV.

However, there is presumably some considerable phenomenological restrictions
2 2

on g />L from the existing neutral current data.

The vertex

f*. V» U J
" ' %/o \ T {

(30)

is anomaly free, due to the cancellations between the light and the mirror

fermions, which have opposite u
A(l) charge. This is in line with our

argument that the effective Lagrangian should be renormalizable, although

-19-

one might expect this weak anomaly to be not too significant. However,

there are two facts that could enhance it, namely (a) it is proportional

to the total number of families weighted by four/each faraily and

(b) there is expected to be a large mass difference between the light and

mirror fermions which could enhance the finite part of the contribution

of the trangle graph in Fig.(3). We thus calculate this vertex in order

to estimate the potential rare decay mode B -+ y Z (or Z •* y B ) .

Fig.3

Triangle graph for the Z y B vertex

The triangle graph in Fig.3 leads to the expression

where

(3D

Setting k ^ = M^, kg
2 = 0 and one finds

- c k v a1"1 i fef vr'e
where

(32)

Assuming IL > M the corresponding partial width for B ->• Z y is given by

-20-
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where

) = -

An estimate for N = 3 ( i . e . 3 generations) gives
g

far too small to be of any observational significance.

(33)

zdl MeV, which i s

III. POSSIBLE OBSERVABLE CONSEQUENCE IN THE 100-500 GeV REGION

Since t h i s preon real iza t ion of the eleetroveak theory leads ,

for i t s consistency t o a necessary enlargement of the standard model, there

should be some observable departures from the standard model even in the 100

to 200 GeV region. The main point made here and in Refs . ( l ) and (2) i s the

accompanying enlarged spectrum of weakly interact ing p a r t i c l e s , must have

masses of order of those of the W and Z in order to sat isfy for example the

par i ty v iola t ing sum rule Eq..(lM. However, the detai led predictions wil l

depend on the r e l a t ive masses of the new pa r t i c l e B, a, n and the mirror

fermions; a l l of which seem unavoidable in the model. One could contemplate

tha t the B meson i s very heavy or very weakly coupled, however,without

par t i cu la r ly good theore t ica l reasons. Nevertheless we could imagine

g^/Mg2 « G2/Mz
2 i s achieved by both Mg > M̂, and g < G, vhere a factor

of ten or more i s easi ly obtained, without having to give up our general idea

of the order of magnitudes. As regards M and IL, we presumably could

find enough re la t ions to strongly r e s t r i c t these masses. The pari ty

viola t ing sum rule alone in the neutral current channel, gives four re la t ions

among the _six masses M ,̂ M ,̂ M ,̂ M , Tip, where the mirror fermions have

beenreplaeed by a common average mass NL. We wi l l br ief ly examine the

predictions of t h i s preon model, for various scenarios on the r e l a t ive masses,

However, for the sake of c l a r i t y we wi l l pick out two main scenarios, namely

I) Hj. > 1L and I I ) M > fcL, where I = (a,H) was the additional meta-

-21-

colour scalar meson predicted in our preon model. Before going to these

scenarios, l e t us analyze the couplings of this (cf.Tl) system. I t is clear that

in addition to those given above and in Ref.(2), for the roassless preon case,

there will be a coupling to the axial currents once, we Include an even quite

small preon mass terms. Let us analyze th is l a t t e r coupling before

proceeding to the phenomenology. If we add a small preon mass m term

to the Dirac-field f, then the equations of motion yield

where A = f y v f. Since < Olf^fL - f* fT JH > 4 0 th i s implies

^0 [A |n(p)y = F p , This, axial current has a metacolour anomaly so we

should consider the anomaly free linear combination defined in Bq.(5)- The

question is how large is th is coupling constant F . In our theory, we ar.e

assuming that there is no spontaneous breakdown of the Pauli-Gursey Bymmetry

by ff condensates forming and there is no analogy with the pion in QCD.

Instead le t us use the following naive argument to estimate F . Consider

the Bethe-Salpeter wave functions of th i s H-like s ta te .

which has the dimensions of mass squared.

condition

x has the normalization

(35)

sincethe composite scale rn Js by assumption much smaller than M , we
2 1 '

expect roughly from Eq.{35), X ( P . ° ) % MQ (MQai rQ }. Thus

i.e.

(36)

If we want to estimate the transition amplitude for II •*• $ il>, there are two

competing contributions, namely (a) from the direct coupling as given by

the effective Lagrangian Eq(l6), and (b) through the mixing with the axial

-22-



current. In terms of the physical fields (a) ig given by

„ Yukawa

(37)

where

G

The amplitude V can be estimated using the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly a.t

the preon level, which ignores extrapolation problems (see Ref.(l8) for a

complete discussion of the approximations involved). The result is

We discussed earlier that we can arrange by symmetry requirements that

*r' "" f " « g , where f " is the coupling of the light fermions to the composite

Biggs field. This was accomplished by assuming In Eq. (18) r and I transformed

However, it would be nice to see if there

could be a deeper reason for this from the structure of the preon theory itself.

differently under the axial U(l) .

The mixing with the axial current (i.e. A =

above can be estimated in the standard way as follows

F 3 n) as discussed

(38)

The relative size of the two terms can be estimated as follows. If we assume

H M TeV and H^ ̂  100 GeV, then from Eq.(36) one finds m^/F^ % 10" 2, whil

we expect f ̂  e "Hj./^ < 1 0~ f o r t h e first generation.

On the other hand, the mixing with the axial current can induce a

n •+ Z y transition. This can be crudely estimated as follows. Using

nn(x) = F^"1 3-A and the current field identity (Eq. (£9 )) , i . e .

we write

\TCO)>

(39)

r v V (ho)

where IS.

The constant factor g depends on the charge of f multiplied by the rank

of the metacolour group. Depending on the way, the generation structure is

realized, it could also be multiplied by the number of generations.

The corresponding decay rate for n -+ Z y is given by

(hi)

where F = nu(M- /M ). Thus a rough estimate on the basis of l) a composite

scale M Q = 10 M ; 2) an SU(6) metacolour gauge group; 3) 1 generation and

U) m, -v- 10~3 M (i.e. m_ ̂  10 MeV if M ^ 100 GeV) gives
I 7T I TT

(1.2)

Thus for M « l60 GeV and M_, — 90 GeV, we see that T + Z y could be as
large as 1/2 GeV. This can easily be changed by an order of magnitude either
depending sensitively on the metacolour group, the composite scale Mo, which
we have taken throughout to be 1 TeV.

The main point of the above estimate is that despite the differences

with the pion in QCD this metacolour composite state has potentially a very
19)significant decay rate into the Z-y channel

We are thus in a position to outline some predictions this composite

realization of the electroweak theory has in addition to the predictions of

the standard elementary Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model. In particular we pick

out those which are relevant to the UA1 and UA2 experiments.

-2lt-
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In mass scenario (I.) with M > M_, we have a strong decay channel
2. L

I! •+ Z v, which could account for single photon events through K •+ vv decay.
The question is whether this n- like object can be produced with a significant
cross-section. If one is honest th is is a very difficult question to answer,

however the following argument seems to me at least plausible. The meta-

colour dynamics, will produce a mixing between the pure ff state and

fbg-fhg states ( i . e . quark-antiquaric) through diagrams of the form in Fig. I,

I
0
hi
hf

0
f

¥_

Fig.U

ff-qq mixing in metacolour n_like state

Thus writing the axial current in terms of the composite quark fields and

using equation of motion we have

It i s difficult to know how to estimate the Bethe-Salpeter wave function

<̂  01 q. Y q|ll{p) \ and consequently the relationship of the constant F *
frelative to the corresponding one at the preon level ? , so we shall t reat

th i s as a parameter. Let us now use the anomaly to estimate the IT* •*• gg
transition ra te . One gets

16TT
Mir (kh)

Thus

This could be enhanced by a factor of 100 because of the couplings, but on

the other hand suppressed by the group factor, which is proportional to

-25-

) . It seems feasible by this, admittedly naive argument, thatmetacolour an
r at least with In /order of magnitude. (Mote that nietacolour

n*zT f
F,. < < F r and consequently the gluon-channel

(1/N
m

r
n-^g n-*zT

per turba t ion theory would B ^ f F,. < < F r

s t rong . ) Within the l i m i t a t i o n s of the above argument we conclude t h a t in

p r i n c i p l e , t he re i s a mechanism for producing the metacolour p i o n - l i k e composite

s t a t e s in our model at rater, compara-blo t o " ' s and W's, and fur ther they w i l l

have a l a rge branching r a t i o in to the y\>v channel. The other scenario ( I I ) ,

in which M > M.., the same arguments, using the anocaly, leads t o t h e t r a n s i t i o n

Z •* It -y (see F igs ,

Q,(O,

Triangle graphs for (a) Z •* H y and (h) Z •+ IT V

The only channel available to the H-like object v i l l he the light fermions,

including vv. Thus again we have a possible single y-signal. The rate

can easily be of the right order of magnitude by the arguments given above,

depending on things l ike the rank of the metacolour gauge group and the composite

mass scale. The former enhances the effect, while the l a t t e r suppresses i t

(the dependences on these factors being very strong).

On the question of single j e t s and low multiplicity, i t is conceivable
that the vector dominance of the electromagnetic current could explain th i s ,
(the single je ts being simply vector mesons). One vould again appeal to meta-
colour dynamics andthe existence of a quark component of the metacolour- II
wave function (see Fig.5b).

As regards the extra-neutral bot;̂ - , we know that i t must he either quite

heavy or very weakly coupled or a combination of both. However, once one is

above the production threshold, i t s production cross-section is of order

-26-



2 ?
(g /e ) that of the Z and within our toy preon model there is no reason
B

to expect this number to be much smaller than 10. Thus an additional neutral

boson, in the e e channel, would be a dramatic verification of the preon

model outlined in this article, although one could always envisage an

elementary extension of electroweak that include such a particle (see Ref.(KO)).

However, a detailed experimental analysis would allow one in principle to

distinguish between a preon model from the latter, even at this scale, For

example, this preon model definitely predicts no mixing "between B and Z ,

a characteristic of the model in Ref.120).

Lastly let us briefly discuss the production and signals for heavy

mirror fermions. Here one has a serious contender to be associated to

gluino production. The reason is that our axial <J(l)^ symmetry plays

virtually the same role as R-invariance in supersymmetric grand unified

theories. The mirror fermions have a conserved charge, which is

opposite to that of the usual light fermions. This means that the heavy fermions

must decay down to the lightest ones, which are stable. In Fig.(6a) we

show the production and decay mechajnism and in Fig. (6b) we give a preon

interpretation, which involves an intermediate heavy scalar state. If we

assume that the lightest stable mirror fermion is a neutral neutrino-like

object, it will give rise to precisely the same missing transverse energy
0~\ "̂

signal to associated gluino production .In fact,we see no way of distinguishing

these two processes, except for a rather detailed measurement of cross-sections

and branching ratios. However, even the la t ter is complicated by the fact,

that the colour factor enhancement for gluino production is offset by the

number of different mirror fermion flavours.

The Born cross-section for (a) gg * gg* ( i . e . associated gluino production)

is

—
dt (1* 5a)

and for (b) gg •* Q_Q (summed over flavours) is

it = i^? 2L^

where U is the number of generations and we have neglected masses.

On the other hand, the branching ratios are governed by details,

which are not developed in either supersymmetrie theories

or our toy preon gauge theory. Thus if one excepts the premises of our preon

model theoretically, it may be very difficult to rule experimentally in favour

of a supersymmetric gauge theory at collider energies. In fact,the best way

would be to show that the single photon events are not real.

Ui 9

Fig.(6a) shows a possible associated production mirror fermion
and subsequent decay into the lightest neutral non-
interacting member of the family.

Fig.(6b) gives a preon interpretation of the decay in (a).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS ADD COMMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF GENERATIONS

We have presented a relatively simple preon scenario, which embodies

the Eb'(3) ©SU(2) L®U(l) standard model of weak and strong interactions.

The origin of the doublet structure of weak interactions is attributed to a
equation,

very simple hidden global symmetry of the free Dirac/discovered many years

ago by Pauli and Gursey. At that time it was speculated that this symmetry

might be the origin of isospin. However, the preon theory dictates that there

-27- -28-



must be some additional structure in the "lov energy" effective Lagrangian
describing composite lepton and quarks ana their interactions through massive spiti-

one bosons. We identified a set of conditions, vhich. constrain our effective

Lagrangian to be, to a good approximation, a weakly coupled renormalizable one,

and thus a good candidate to replace the standard model.

The main predictions are that,in addition to those of the standard

model, which remain in our composite theory, one has a mechanism for single }

photon and single jet plus missing energy. The rates for these could be what

is required to explain the recent UA1 events , . Due to the production and

decay of heavy mirror fermions, the model also predicts events very similar to

associated gluino production, the lat ter being a major prediction of super-

symmetric gauge theories. In fact, we believe that i t will be difficult

to distinguish between these possibilites, if tvo or more jets accompanied by

large missing transverse energy are seen. Perhaps the best way to rule in

favour of a supersymmetric grand unified theory interpretation, would be to dispose

of the single photon or single (low multiplicity) jet events as being misidentified.

We end this article by returning to the toy preon model, on vhich ve

have based our observations, and ask how one can introduce the observed generation

structure. When one includes the question of the origin of the mass hierarchy,

the la t ter structure is one of the most outstanding problem of particle physics.

If ve ask how we can obtain such a duplication of structure in our toy preon

isodel presented in Eq.(3), then i t is clear that the simplest thing that one

can do is to introduce more fermions in the adjoint representation of our meta-

colour group ( i .e . replace g by (g }, 1=1,2,.. .). Thus
1 2 3

g , g and g vould respectively generate the three families,

The { g } could form a t r iplet with respect to a global SU(2)

family symmetry or with respect to some global SU(3) symmetry. The main problem

vith such an idea is to try to avoid a proliferation of states, beyond the observed

family structure. One has also the formidable challenge of determining the

metacolour group by matching the anomaly (Eq.(6)) in the preon theory with

that in the effective Lagrangian. The axial U(l) current defined in Eq.. (5)

generalizes In the many generation case by replacing g y y g with
V -i i

" a 6 -YSY 8 • It iSjOf coursejan open question that there exists a solution

to the above problem, bearing In mind that the requirement of the Pauli-Gursey

symmetry restricts us to a very select set of gauge groups, such as SU(2), SU(6)

E_ and sp(n). As regards the proliferation problem, the three generations

of light fermions seem safe enough, however, fermions states like ggg emerge

{such a single state already existed in our toy model) and these will belong
-29-

to at least our heavy ferraion sector. In addition to a duplication of our
mirror fermions through structures like g g g ff for a heavy mirror lepton

and g g g hf for a heavy mirror quark, there will be heavy "mixed

generation" states g g g .ff etc. However, this is not necessarily a problem

with regard to weak anomalies and the like. The problem of proliferation of

states i s , in fact, a feature of al l known schemes that have been invented to

explain the observed family, generation structure and their interactions,

including most grand unified theories and their supersymmetric counterparts.

The main hope for simplicity may rest in higher-dimensional space-time theories,

in vhich the above enriched structure emerges as traces of the higher dimensions

in our four-dimensional world. So far as we have not been able to identify such

a scheme which would lead to a three family structure, while at the same time

maintaining the origin of weak isospin as in our toy preon model, Nevertheless

it is an attractive idea, to view our preon model as an effective theory, which

emerges from some higher dimensional gravity theory, the main reason for this

being, that one might be able to find a natural and deep reason, why nature chooses

to break the left-right symmetry. It seems unlikely that this can occur, as a

result of non-perturbative dynamics in some vectorial metacolour gauge theory.

The SU(3) , 0V(l) group could be unified into some SU(lt) gauge group with

{f,h.,h ,h,) in the fundamental k_ representation. The preon theory as we

presented It should then emerge at scales of order 1 to 10 TeV, when this

SU(4) gauge group is effectively broken to SU(3) ©U(l) . However, for this

to make sense, ve must also embed the metacolour gauge forces in the higher

unified gauge group, i .e . we would like a gauge group, vhich contains jr^<JpSU(lt)

and which reduces down to ^ j ^ ® SU(3) ©U(l) at the 1 TeV scale. Then according

to the above preon model the non-perturbative dynamics in the metacolour sector

reduces this to SU(3) . ^pU(l) at energies well below composite theory of

electroweak interactions. It would thus be nice to leave the Kaluza-Klein

idea. 1 5 to furnish us with the dynamical origin of the inital grand unified

theory and i ts breaking down to §MC©stJ(3) x u ( 1 ' a t t h e l t 0 1 0 T e V scale.
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